PROTECT PERSONAL PROPERTY
AGAINST MOLD & MILDEW ODORS
When the hermetically sealed package is opened and exposed to air,
MustGo® is slowly released from the media changes from a solid to a vapor.

Working principle

When enclosed in a box, MustGo® vapor fills the surrounding space controlling and preventing musty odors caused by:
mold, mildew, dampness & humidity. While enclosed MustGo® will last 12 months or longer depending upon temperature.
While MustGo® isn’t known to stain or damage materials, it’s highly recommended that a paper buffer be used between
MustGo® and delicate or high value items.
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Use Instructions

A grid can be downloaded from odorguru.com, which divides each MustGo®
bar into 10 pieces of approximately equal size.
MustGo® bars are brittle and simply need to be scored with a sharp blade.
Place edge of bar on heavy line and neatly fold over.
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Use a ruler or straightedge to guide the blade while cutting through the paper.
[Be careful to avoid injury during cutting.]
After scoring, begin at one narrow end and snap into 5 sections.
Each section can then be separated into 2 pieces. If a piece breaks unevenly, no
problem. Use the broken pieces, remember the product provides the protection
neatness and appearance of the piece isn’t important.
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When separated into 10 approximately equal sized pieces, each piece
will protect a standard sized moving box, file box or furniture drawer.

packed boxes

furniture drawers

Each MustGo® Consumer
Pack will protect up to 20
boxes (moving boxes,
artwork storage boxes,
business files
& documents, books,
fabrics & textiles, file
cabinets & furniture
drawers, safes, etc.
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Less than 1/4 of
penny per day
to protect the
contents of a box.

file cabinets
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document boxes
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